Hybrid dielectric-loaded plasmonic waveguide consisting of an inverted U-shaped high-index ridge covering atop a low-index polymer coated metal nanorod is proposed and numerically investigated. Through incorporating a gain medium either in the ridge or the buffer layer, the loss of the supported plasmonic mode can be effectively compensated. For a typical configuration comprising a 450 nm × 160 nm InGaAsP ridge with a 5-40 nm thick PMMA layer and a 30 nm wide Ag nanorod, the necessary gain required in InGaAsP for lossless propagation of the quasi-TE type symmetric hybrid mode can be as low as 3.45-9.85 cm −1 , along with a subwavelength mode area (λ 2 /60-λ 2 /148) attainable simultaneously. The configuration potentially offers a promising solution to enable lossless light transport at the sub-diffraction-limited scale with low compensation gain, thereby opening venues for ultra-compact active plasmonic devices and circuits.
Introduction
Surface plasmon polariton (SPP) has attracted significant attention in recent years as an emerging field in nanophotonics owing to its remarkable capability to guide, confine and manipulate light well beyond the fundamental diffraction limit [1] . During the past decade, extensive efforts have been devoted to the design and demonstration of numerous SPPbased waveguides and components [2] . Since increasing the packing density of photonic integrated circuits is one of the ultimate goals in many of the current studies, guiding light at the subwavelength scale is highly desired. However, the huge intrinsic loss in metal has prohibited the practical implementations of many plasmonic structures. Such a problem would be further exacerbated when the mode size rapidly decreases to a sub-diffraction-limited level, with the corresponding propagation distance greatly shortened [3, 4] .
In order to overcome the above limitations in conventional SPP structures, several approaches involving different waveguiding configurations have been presented. Among them, the dielectric-loaded SPP (DLSPP) [5, 6] and hybrid plasmonic (HP) waveguides [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] have been shown to offer good solutions in balancing the modal loss and field confinement. Although a number of related works have succeeded in demonstrating low-loss light guiding with subwavelength mode size [9, 19] , the attenuation of the plasmonic mode still exists due to the damping of electromagnetic fields in the metal. An attractive solution to address this challenge is by incorporating gain medium into the structure, such that the modal loss can be compensated to a certain extent. Through choosing an appropriate gain material by means of stimulated emission [25, 26] , complete compensation of the modal loss can be realized, thus enabling lossless light propagation through the waveguide.
Despite the fact that a number of guiding strategies had been put forward recently to achieve the goal of loss compensation [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , the simultaneous realization of subwavelength field confinement with low required material gain coefficient for lossless propagation of the lightwaves has been out of reach. Previous studies regarding active HP waveguides have proposed to leverage metal-ridge-like structures to achieve nanoscale confinement [28] , but the gain required for lossless propagation is relatively high (around hundreds to several thousands of cm −1 ), which is due to the substantially increased field strength in the metallic component. On the other hand, adopting a metal stripe coupled to infinitely wide silicon layer could simplify the fabrication process and meanwhile result in significantly reduced critical material gain [30] . Yet its mode size is approaching several hundreds of nanometres, comparable to the conventional DLSPPW counterparts.
Here in this paper, we propose and investigate a novel active hybrid dielectric-loaded-type surface plasmon polariton waveguide (HDLSPPW) based on a metal nanorod. The metallic nanorod along with the nearby high-index dielectric ridge provides a unique scheme to guide and confine light into the ridge and the low-index gap surrounding the rod with low modal loss. The relatively simple and compact structure could be realized using standard fabrication processes, e.g. deposition combined with patterning/etching steps. Besides, the metal nanorod on the substrate also allows straightforward connection with external electrodes, which facilitates electrooptic control and other applications, thus maintaining the key advantages of DLSPPWs. In the following, we will carry out detailed investigations on the guiding properties of the plasmonic waveguide at the telecom wavelength. Through incorporating gain medium into the dielectric layers of the waveguide, the possibility of effectively compensating the loss of the guided mode will be further demonstrated.
Analysis of the proposed hybrid DLSPPW
The geometry of the studied DLSPPW is schematically shown in figure 1(a) , where a square-shaped silver nanorod supported by a silica substrate is covered subsequently by a thin PMMA buffer and a high-index rectangular InGaAsP ridge. The metallic nanorod and the InGaAsP ridge are supposed to be located at the centre position with respect to the horizontal axis. The side-width of the square Ag nanowire is a, whereas the thicknesses of the PMMA layer is t. The InGaAsP ridge has a width of w h and a height of h h . For the presented configuration, gain medium can be either incorporated in the upper loaded high-index layer or low-index buffer. The pump light may be incident either from the cladding or the substrate to excite the gain material.
Simulation results reveal that the proposed dielectricloaded plasmonic waveguide can support several plasmonic modes under a wide range of geometric parameters. In the following studies, we look into the characteristics of the quasi-TE-like symmetric HP mode, as it offers the capability of simultaneously achieving low propagation loss and subwavelength mode confinement. In figures 1(b)-(d), the power flow and the electric field distributions of the supported quasi-TE symmetric HP mode for a typical configuration are depicted, whose geometric parameters are chosen as: w h = 400 nm, h h = 200 nm, a = 50 nm and t = 10 nm. Owing to the high refractive index contrast near the metallic structure, pronounced local electric field enhancements can be observed inside the PMMA gap regions on both sides of the Ag nanorod (see figures 1(c) and (d)), which is similar to the HP [8] or conductor-gap-dielectric [11] waveguiding counterparts. The field map of the power flow shown in figure 1(b) along with the calculation of the power ratio reveal that a large portion of the mode power (∼62%) can be stored inside the InGaAsP ridge. On the other hand, despite the significant field enhancement in the gap, the power ratio resided in the PMMA layer is still limited (∼7%) due to the relatively small dimension of the gap region.
To gain a comprehensive understanding of the optical behaviours, we first investigate the dependence of the quasi-TE symmetric hybrid mode's properties on the waveguide's key geometric parameters at λ = 1.55 µm using the finite element method by COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5a. The permittivities of InGaAsP, Ag, PMMA and SiO 2 are ε h = 11.38, ε m = −129 + 3.3i [8] , ε l = 2.25 and ε s = ε c = 2.25, respectively. It is notable that the high-index ridge can be made of other high-index materials as well, such as Si [29, 30] and GaAs [8, 33] , while low-index material can be other polymers or silica incorporating quantum dots (QDs) nanocrystals [26] or dye molecules [25] . The propagation loss is calculated by Loss = 8.686 × 2π/λ × Im(N eff ) (dB µm −1 ), where N eff is the complex effective index of the considered plasmonic mode obtained from the 2D eigenmode solver. N eff = k/k 0 , where k and k 0 = 2π/λ are the propagation constants of the hybrid mode and the free space wave number, respectively. The effective mode area is calculated using A eff = W (r) dA/ max(W (r)) [8] . In order to accurately account for the energy in the metal region, the electromagnetic energy density W (r) is defined as
In equation (1), E(r) and H (r) are the electric and magnetic fields, ε(r) is the electric permittivity and µ 0 is the vacuum magnetic permeability. A 0 is the diffraction-limited mode area in free space and defined as λ 2 /4. The confinement factor is the ratio of the power inside the considered region to the total power in the overall waveguide.
As seen in figure 2 , for a fixed h h , increasing the width of the ridge has resulted in non-monotonic trends in Loss, A eff and PMMA . Near the strongest coupling between the high-index InGaAsP ridge and the metal nanorod, the mode exhibits significant hybrid features, which corresponds to a relatively large modal loss and a small effective mode area, along with a near-optimized optical power resided in the lowindex PMMA gap, similar to many other previously studied hybrid counterparts [8, 18, 24] . Due to the fact that the area of the PMMA layer is quite small, the maximum value of the power ratio inside the gap is still limited. However, the confinement in the PMMA gap can be significantly improved through further increasing the physical dimension of the gap region, which will be discussed in the following studies. Here it is also worth noting that, this HP mode could exist for a wide geometric parameter range, even when the corresponding InGaAsP ridge by itself does not support a guided dielectric mode. In these cases, the index contrast plays a dominant role in confining the optical field and resulting in the local field enhancement. The supported plasmonic mode here behaves like a gap mode, similar to those in the conductor-gap-dielectric waveguides [11, 21] . In contrast to the non-monotonic trends of Loss, A eff and PMMA , InGaAsP exhibits a monotonic change as the ridge size increases. It is illustrated in figure 2 that for the configuration with the minimum mode area (dasheddotted lines in (b)), the corresponding loss can still be deemed moderate (0.009-0.015 dB µm −1 ), which would be beneficial to enable lossless light transmission at the subwavelength with low compensation gain.
By choosing configurations with the smallest mode area along the dashed-dotted line shown in figure 2(b), we attempt to compensate loss through incorporating gain medium into either the InGaAsP ridge or the PMMA layer. Here, it is assumed that, the real part of the refractive index of InGaAsP or PMMA remains unchanged when gain is introduced. This assumption has also been widely employed in the studies of many other gain-assisted plasmonic waveguiding counterparts [28] [29] [30] 34] . The gain coefficient of InGaAsP (g h ) or PMMA (g l ) is written in terms of the imaginary part of its refractive index (N g ), i.e. g h (g l ) = 2 × 2π/λ × Im(N g ) [30] . It is noted that for more accurate calculation, the Lorentz model should be adopted to determine the refractive index of QDs-doped PMMA [35] instead of the constant imaginary part assumed in our studies. In this paper, the above simple approximation has been adopted for its simplicity to illustrate the physical dimensions' influence on the waveguide's properties rather than predict the accurate gain threshold.
The resultant overall loss or gain for the mode is shown in figure 3 under various gain coefficients. It is clear that the introduced gain effectively enables partial or full compensation of the modal loss. The large magnitude of this effect can even result in net optical gain. Due to the relatively large modal overlap with the InGaAsP ridge, the gain needed for lossless propagation of the mode is relatively low, being about 20.2-52.6 cm −1 for the considered h h range. Here the critical condition for lossless propagation corresponds to Im(N eff ) = 0. By contrast, if gain is introduced in PMMA, lossless propagation would require a relatively larger coefficient, typically more than 192.5 cm −1 while over 365 cm −1 when the height of the waveguide exceeds ∼250 nm. In the following, we will show that such a gain coefficient could be further reduced through engineering other geometric parameters.
For a fixed InGaAsP ridge, the size of the metallic nanorod and the thickness of the PMMA layer also exert great impact on the overall modal behaviours, which might be leveraged as additional freedom to balance gain and mode area. In the following investigations, the size of the InGaAsP is fixed at 450 nm × 160 nm to ensure both small mode area and moderate propagation loss, whereas a is varied from 30 to 210 nm and t is tunable within the range 5-40 nm. As shown in figures 4(a)-(d), increasing the size of the nanorod results in increased Loss, reduced A eff and smaller InGaAsP . While reduced modal loss and decreased InGaAsP , along with increased A eff can be observed when the PMMA layer gets thicker. In contrast, PMMA demonstrates different trends for different configurations. Monotonic increase of PMMA is observable when both a and t are small, while nonmonotonic changes take place as the nanorod and PMMA layer get larger. Corresponding to these modal behaviours, the trend of material gain needed for lossless propagation may be also explained. Small compensation gain coefficient is realizable only when low modal loss and high power ratio in the gain medium can be achieved simultaneously. As shown in figures 4(e)-(f ), low material gain is sufficient to fully compensate loss when the nanorod is small. For the case of a = 30 nm, the critical material gain can be as low as 3.45-9.85 cm −1 and 27.4-177.3 cm −1 in InGaAsP and PMMA, respectively, along with a subwavelength mode area (λ 2 /60-λ 2 /148). These values suggest that currently available InGaAsP gain medium [36, 37] and QDs-doped PMMA [26] could provide enough gain for lossless or nearly lossless propagation of the HP modes. Besides, the mode size can be further reduced by adopting other configurations. For instance, a deep-subwavelength mode area of λ 2 /381 can be achieved in a waveguide with a = 90 nm and t = 5 nm. While for such case a moderate gain coefficient of ∼302.5 cm −1 in InGaAsP is sufficient for lossless propagation.
To provide further comparison with the performance of conventional hybrid plasmonic waveguide (HPW), we here introduce a 2D parameter plot of material gain versus normalized mode area [8] . As shown in figure 5 , both waveguides can achieve lossless propagation with moderate material gain and small mode size. For HDLSPPW, the material gain required in InGaAsP for lossless light transport can be more than two orders of magnitude smaller than that of the HPW case, with a subwavelength mode area achieved simultaneously. On the other hand, for the PMMA case shown in figure 5(b) , using HDLSPPW instead of HPW, the critical gain coefficient can be reduced nearly one order of magnitude while still retaining subwavelength field confinement. For both of the above cases, by choosing appropriate configurations, much lower critical material gain is required for the proposed HDLSPPW than that needed in the standard HPW for similar degrees of confinement. For example, considering a HDLSPPW with a = 30 nm and t = 40 nm, the normalized mode area is 0.07, while the critical material gains for lossless propagation are g m = 3.45 cm −1 for InGaAsP and g m = 27.4 cm −1 for PMMA. By contrast, for the corresponding HPW with the same gap size (t = 40 nm), its normalized mode area is 0.058, which is slightly smaller than that of the HDLSPPW. However, the critical material gain coefficients are much larger than those required for HDLSPPW, which are g m = 601.3 cm −1 for InGaAsP and g m = 266.8 cm −1 for PMMA. These results reveal the possibility of further improving the optical performance of the conventional active HPWs through employing the presented HDLSPPW structures.
An important issue that should be addressed in practical applications of the proposed active HDLSPPW is the effect of the non-uniform spatial profile of the deposited gain on the loss compensation efficiency upon optical pumping [38] . It is also worth mentioning that, in addition to the widely employed loss compensation methods using gain media as studied in this paper, the recently presented approaches for significant reduction of the propagation losses in metal-coated nanofibers [39] or multilayer planar metallic waveguides [40] might be considered as intriguing alternatives to minimize the modal loss of HDLSPPW. To make the latter approach work effectively for the proposed structure, a major challenge to overcome is the greatly weakened field confinement associated with the rapidly extended propagation distance, as seen in the previously demonstrated plasmonic waveguides supporting ultra-long-range SPPs [40] . Therefore, more careful designs with consideration of both the existence condition of the ultra-long-range plasmonic modes and the maintenance of the subwavelength field confinement capability are required, which may be the focus of our future study.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have investigated an active HDLSPPW for lossless light propagation with low compensation gain and subwavelength mode size. The critical material gain of the presented HDLSPPW can be much smaller than that of the conventional HPW while maintaining a comparable tight field confinement. The nice optical performance of the studied HDLSPPW could enable potential applications in compact active components and circuits.
